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Abstract. To solve the problem of long time spent on measurement point segmentation and low 

measurement efficiency in the process of machinery blade measurement, a new fast segmentation 

algorithm based on edge detection is researched in this paper. Before the segmentation of measurement 

points, the edge of blade image is detected by a suitable edge detection operator which is defined by 

analyzing image characteristics, and then the processing blade image is the basement for calculating 

the threshold value. Numerical experiments show that, the strategy researched in this paper can 

maintain specific information of blade edge image as well as reduce amount of segmentation 

information, and the segmentation efficiency of machinery blade image is improved. 

1. Introduction 

Image Segmentation of measurement point is one of the most important part for image 

measurement of machinery blade, and the segmentation results provide a good foundation for future 

image process. It is a difficult problem of segmentation because of the special characteristics of 

machinery blade image, such as: complex image gathering environment, various surface defects and so 

on. Most of the common segmentation strategies are unable to satisfy detection requirements of 

measurement point image during industrial production. Therefore, there are still a lot of research space 

to solve this problem. 

Based on above problems, a fast image segmentation strategy based on edge detection algorithm 

and maximum between–cluster variance threshold segmentation algorithm is proposed in this paper. 

Before measurement point segmentation, a fast edge detection operator will be used to process blade 

image and a threshold can be determined rapidly based on the detection results. 

The structure of the thesis is described as follows: the introduction is given in Section 1. In Section 

2, the strategies of fast measurement point segmentation algorithm is discussed in details, and 

computer implementation procedure of the new strategies for machinery blade has been presented in 

Section 3. Numerical experiments results using the new algorithm are presented and conclusions are 

addressed in the fifth Section. 

2.  Fast Image Segmentation Strategy for Measurement Points 

Threshold segmentation which takes global threshold as criteria range is a simple and effective 

image segmentation strategy, but it usually misses edge information of machinery blade image. 

Segment machinery blade image based on edge detected image is a good choice to improve 

segmentation precise and efficiency. So, determine a suitable edge detection operator is the first step. 

Supposed f(x,y) express any of those pixel in machinery blade image, then the derivative of x direction 

and y direction can be described as formula (1): 
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So, the second derivative can be calculated out as follows: 
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Based on the discussion above, we can choose Robert edge detection operator to detect the edge of 

machinery blade image. Robert edge detection operator takes into account both convex curve 

characteristics and symmetries of blade edge.  

During the process of image segmentation, an average threshold is calculated out to divide the edge 

detected image into two parts: one including measurement points while another including background 

of machinery blade image. Specifically, the machinery blade segmented image g(x,y) is described as 

formula(3): 
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Where, f(x,y) is the original image, Z is a gray level set within the whole image gray level range and 

its value is in the interval of (Z1,Zk). ZE and ZB are respectively the target and background gray level. 

3. Computer Implementation of Fast Image Segmentation 

The fast algorithm can be applied to the machinery blade image segmentation. During the 

segmentation, there are two parts: edge detection with Robert edge detection operator and machinery 

blade image segmentation. The procedure can be described as follows: 

Step 1. Read original machinery blade image pixel-by-pixel, and save the row, column and 

grayscale values of each pixel into a matrix, then a machinery blade image space is constructed. 

Step 2. Determine edge detection operator.  Supposed that, the Robert operator is g(x,y) and f(x,y) 

means the gray value of the point (x,y), the formula is defined as below:  
2 2( , ) [ ( , ) ( 1, 1)] [ ( , 1) ( 1, )]g x y f x y f x y f x y f x y                                                         (4) 

The approximate formula is: 
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The edge detection template is: 
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Based on the template, we can get an edge detected machinery blade image. 

Step 3. Calculate global average threshold. Read machinery blade image pixel by pixel and 

compute the total number in the image: 
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Where, mi means number of pixel whose gray value is i. Then, a global weighted mean value of the 

image can be computed as below: 
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Supposed that, the local weighted mean gray value of the two parts divided by edge detection 

algorithm is respectively avgTotal1 and avgTotal2. So the global average threshold value is: 

 1 2
1 1 2* *

M M
T avgTotal avgTotal
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                                                                            (9) 

Step 4. Calculate maximum between–cluster variance. Take T1 as a threshold to segment 

machinery blade image, probabilities of pixels distributed in the two regions can be calculated out as 

follows: 
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Formulas to calculate mean values are: 
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So, the total average mean value can be calculated out as below: 

1 1 2 2( ) * ( ) * ( )t t t                                                                                                               (12) 

We can get maximum between–cluster variance by formula (13): 
2 2 2
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Finally, the machinery blade image can be segmented by the algorithm. 

 

4. Numerical Experiment 

The classical machinery blade image is segmented in the experiment to illustrate the validation of 

algorithm researched in this paper. The experiments results of maximum variance method and fast 

segmentation method are respectively shown in table 1 and figure 1.  

 

Table 1. Experiments results 

Method Segmentation time(s) 

Maximum variance 0.635 

Fast segmentation 0.416 

 

 
Fig.1 Measurement point image segmentation results 

From table 1 we can see that, the fast segmentation method researched in this paper tends to be more 

efficient than the classic maximum variance method. In figure 1, image in the left is he original point 

image of machinery blade, the middle image is the result segmented by maximum variance algorithm, 

and the right image is the result segmented by the algorithm researched in this paper. It is plain to see 

that the researched model performs better. 

5. Conclusion 

According to the characteristics of the machinery blade image, a fast segmentation method 

combining edge detection and maximum variance strategy is researched in this paper. From 

experiment result, we can see that, the fast segmentation strategy researched in this paper spends less 

time and get a better segmentation result. The algorithm presented is an effective and competitive 

method for the measurement point segmentation for machinery blade image.  
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